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Buddhism is focused on training the mind, and boot camp is an ideal training method for this
generation's short attention span. The chapters in this audiobook could be listened in any
purchase, and are easy and simple to understand. You don't need to become a Buddhist to
get the Buddha's teachings motivational. Each tale, inspirational quote, and teaching offers
mindfulness-enhancing methods that anyone can relate with. Irrespective of religion,
geographical region, competition, ethnicity, color, gender, sexual orientation, age, ability,
versatility, or vulnerability, should you choose good you are feeling good, and when you do
poor you feel bad. make use of it to be a better whatever-you-already-are. Buddhism is not
only about meditating. Because the Dalai Lama says, "Don't make an effort to make use of what
you study from Buddhism to be a Buddhist;" So whether it's Mother Teresa's acts of charity,
Gandhi's perseverance, or your aunt Betty's calm demeanor, if you are motivated to be better
today than you were yesterday, it doesn't matter who inspires you. It's about rolling up your
sleeves to relieve a few of the suffering on earth. If you are prepared to be considered a
soldier of peace in the army of like, welcome to Buddhist TRAINING!
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This book is intended for everyone. I really can’t get into details or even explain why this selfhelp book differs than the 20plus We’ve browse before this but it merely is. Since reading this
book and following the Buddhist boot camp methods, I have a fresh found calmness, I’m even
more forgiving, I repaired associations that’s been broken for a long time, then one amazing
has happened to the way I deal with challenging people, I allow them to be who they're
without permitting them to affect my happiness, thanks to the first rule. I simply simply love this
book and because it’s such a easy but powerful read I will always go to this book when I find
outdated habits creeping back in.. . When I shut the publication, I was different. This is a very
easy read with some great nuggets. It is a boot camp in the feeling that it's short, to the idea,
and trains you in the overall concept of Buddhism in an efficient manner. Only one "truth" needs
to be known - the foundation of all your struggling, anger, and anguish is You. Through the RV
tour, the guy opens a shelf and shows off some books he authored, and there's the title I had
noticed on Amazon! Buddhist Boot Camp! I considered this the Universe talking with me,
therefore i bought it right away. Received it on Saturday, read everything the way through
over several sittings the same time, and enjoyed every instant of the ride. Powerful, practical,
inspirational.Thank you, Timber. Enjoyable to learn! I learn something each day and discover
myself re-reading chapters so i can internalize as much lessons as possible. Namaste Love it
Absolutely love this Author puts things in perspective Great quotes Great read For beginners a 5 star book. This is a great book to read that eases you into understanding Buddhism in a
practical way, but with nuggets of information so as not to overwhelm you. The reserve is a
collection of brief tales from the author's experiences ; Love rather than hate. I thought it was
Buddhism meant for military staff and how they can include Buddhism to their everyday life.
Today I can using this type of book. The chapters are brief but nonetheless very inspiring. I
plan to read and reread many times.I did come across the cover a little bit misleading. I've
always been interested in Buddhism, also as a kid, but never found enough time to actually sit
back and read. a very easy read.Just what a great publication! But I obtain the whole armed
service graphic trying to convey the "training" aspect of the reading. Many days later on, I’m
on Youtube, where I visit a video about somebody embracing a minimalist way of life surviving
in their RV. I recommend this book. wholehearted and refreshingly sincere, a genuine Guide as
a senior American Buddhist with an extensive history of review of participants in this marvelous
globe of American Buddhism, Mr. There is absolutely no prescription for behavour, no exercises
to improve mind control, yet somehow it is effective. He's totally sincere and takes profound
refuge in the Buddha, the Dharma and creating Sangha. If you're looking to refresh your
Practice, keep up with the daily contact with your Practice or investigating or starting a
Practice, this wholehearted author is normally most worthy. Hands together in the centre and a
Deep Bow, Timber. Search for Serenity. This is not a textbook on Buddhism, nor does it make an
effort to convert the reader to Buddhism. Rather, this is a short book comprising brief essays on
how the author has personally benefited from certain Buddhist procedures and viewpoints, the
goal being to aid the reader in achieving an inner serenity through 'enlightenment.' The author
(Timber Hawkeye is definitely a pseudonym) has an interesting and witty style, easy reading,
which, however, does not completely conceal the author's personal agonies. Just cause... I’m a
sucker for that sort of stuff, so I clicked and watched. Simply trying to assist you decide if this
could be a worthwhile purchase for you. Stop pouring adverse energy into things beyond your
control. Stop blaming other people for your unhappiness. Start accepting responsibility for the
way you feel, believe, and act. Learn to accept the possibility that there are many truths, all
relative to time, place, and circumstance but existing all at one time. Exercise persistence,

forgiveness, and compassion instead of trying to control what is beyond your control. It's an
excellent read so when I am not really feeling well, I read for some time on my kindle and it can
help me cope with certain issues in my own life. Your brain can only just believe one truth
about any provided situation at a time, present it with other possibilities, and you also open,
essentially free, your mind from bias. Why this book worked for me when no others do, I cannot
say. This publication opened my eye to reason, forgiveness, compassion. This reserve changed
everything. Nothing is so "new" or unusual you need to spend period wrapping your head
around it. I had to change and this book taught me the lessons that would be the basis to
make that happen. The lessons that might be the foundation for my brand-new humanity. It's
not mystical or spiritual but logical. There is nothing religious or especially "spiritual" about it.
Mindfulness achieved Great publication! Hawkeye is an extremely refreshing voice.and the
Universe spoke I saw the title of this book in passing in Amazon weekly or so back. Forget
about what you believe you know and you will find a much more likely truth - you are where
you are at for a reason. At these times you discover everything and you also see it clearly.
Simple but meaningful book I have read many books on spirituality which is by far one of the
best. Everything is certainly laid out in very easy, short chapters with obvious messages. I didn't
understand where I went incorrect before I acquired the book, when i read it I knew it didn't
matter because I discovered it was me. I feel like it was all stuff I already knew, but just told me
in a manner that I can really apply them to my life. I tried to small myself to ~30 min a day time
in leisure reading, but once I picked up, I wanted to complete this book in a single setting. It is
easy to read which is my #1 1 reason behind recommending it. I find that many other books on
spirituality could be hard to understand and as well "flowery". I really like the short chapters
therefore even if I only have one or two 2 minutes to learn, I can get through a chapter and
feel renewed. Certainly recommend this! Powerful and life-changing The entire book will
probably be worth it! I would recommend it to anyone attempting to make a modification and
live an improved life. Basic and understandable. Many thanks! This is an excellent introduction
to the Buddhist philosophy (misunderstood as a religion) of gentle, passive, but courageous
living This is an excellent introduction to the Buddhist philosophy (misunderstood as a religion)
of gentle, passive, but courageous method of living without conflict. This book is like a reminder
of the way to live a more meaningful and happy life. Love the simple message in each page.
Refreshing and Invigorating Good wisdom. Makes me want to be free from the trappings.
Simpleness is a deep cleansing breath of air. Many thanks. The lessons are shown logically, the
content is simple and reasonable. Many thanks Great book! A Casual Look One man's appear
at how Buddhist practice has taken value and meaning to his lifestyle. Barely gave it another
thought. For a person who is new to Buddhism, I believe this is a great doorway. For anybody
who has even a little bit of reading or learning, you may find this too simplistic. This review is
not meant as a ding to the writer. Grow up. For anybody at all proficient in Buddhism nothing
new. You can easily digest and I appreciate that. I was fairly wrong.
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